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Abstract: The article presents a map dashboard aimed at enhancing the information flow in the
forest-based supply chain (FbSC). We especially focus on the procurement stage and connect the
stakeholders in (near) real-time via standardized data models, interfaces and services, as well as
using open-source software only. For the communication strategy, we use a new approach that
incorporates the user’s roles and tasks to create role-tailored views on the dashboard showing specific
task-oriented web maps. Hence, the first research question aims at identifying the roles and tasks
in Austrian forestry. We identified four major roles (site managers & foresters, forest workers, truck
drivers, customers) and six tasks during group discussions. The second research question deals with
the effects of a role-tailored map dashboard. Therefore, we evaluated the prototype in a two-week
test phase that concludes with a field study with five experts. The results are twofold: qualitative
using the results from field interviews and quantitative based on a now vs. then comparison with
regard to the number of media disruptions. This comparison reveals that up to 80% of the media
disruption in our use case scenario could be removed by using the role-tailored map dashboard.
Keywords: digital forest; map dashboard; web mapping apps; task-oriented; media disruptions;
forest-based supply chain; user roles; user tasks; field study; procurement

1. Introduction
In 2016, the forest sector in Austria had a production value of around 1.5 Billion Euros [1] with its
main activities lying in the production of forestry goods (mainly timber, but also forest fuels), in forestry
services as well as in additional non-forestry services. The temporal sequence of activities from raw
product to the final product is called forest-based supply chain (FbSC) (e.g., [2]) and comprises four
distinct phases: procurement, production, distribution and sales.
The process of procurement is defined as the production of the raw material in the forest, including
the transportation to the first production facilities (i.e., saw mill). Production, distribution and sales
encompass the activities to create marketable intermediate or final products and the distribution
as well as sales process thereof. These processes are carried out by different stakeholders that are
connected by the FbSC—i.e., flows of material, money and information. Hence, from an information
and communication technology point of view, it seems obvious that these stakeholders and processes
could be connected to ensure a seamless information flow in the FbSC.
However, as Rönnqvist et al. [3] point out, in many cases, stakeholders and processes remain
disconnected as information technologies continue to be isolated solutions that apply to only one single
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forest, process or machinery. In addition, many technological solutions are tailored to one specific
problem or use-case. If we would like to reach a higher level of sustainability and efficiency in the
FbSC, there are several challenges to research and development of digital technologies that need to
be tackled. One factor is that the FbSC has many local variabilities that hinder the development of a
global technological solution that connects stakeholders and processes. In addition, the systems have
to cope with the large amounts of data of the FbSC [2,4].
Especially in Austria—dominated by small and privately-owned forests, where only a minor
proportion of the forested land is owned by the state and big forest enterprises—the FbSC has several
issues and shortcomings that are listed below. Here, we focus on the procurement stage of the FbSC.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Unstructured communication: Communication is mainly carried out using verbal interactions
through radio sets, phones, WhatsApp groups or spreadsheets shared between actors within
and across organizations. This results in scarce documentation or archiving of agreements and
supplies and may lead to different states of information at each stakeholder level.
Non-standard information and process structure: Even within organizations, there are often
different kinds of information and processes utilized for planning processes. In many forest
enterprises, the decision processes are different depending on the forester in charge. This results in
different ways of information handling lacking a standardized information exchange or archiving.
Varying communication channels: Decentralized file-oriented data handling as well as diverse
software and planning tools are used within and across organizations. The current state is a
communication mixture of electronic delivery systems, verbal communication and analogue
supply notes with no standardized way of sharing information due to different software tools
and ways for making and managing deliveries. This leads to many media disruptions between
the processes and tasks in the FbSC.
Unstructured sources of information: Fourthly, during the daily processes, different kinds of
information are created and need to be integrated into one framework, which include form
entries, map visualizations, environmental information (e.g., forest streets, forest district borders,
woodpile locations, turning areas) and sensor information (e.g., GNSS positions, truck activities,
weight sensors). As all of this information is contained in closed systems and do not have
documented interfaces, an integration is very complex.
Specific software solutions: This vast amount of different communication approaches has been
developed out of the need to exchange information, but without having any software solution at
hand for a “digital forest”. Such a solution additionally needs to consider the context and role of
the users because different users need different information at different process stages.
Limited common picture: Finally, these challenges contribute to the fact that only a very limited
common picture can be derived. In detail, the common picture should combine processes of the
forest-based supply chain horizontally and vertically using forms and maps integrated in one or
several dashboard(s). Such a system would pave the way for a process and data standardization
and result in the possibility of archiving, sharing and analyzing data of the FbSC.

In order to address the shortcomings of the FbSC, the paper has the following objectives: It deals
with a prototypical system to increase the transparency and enhance the information flow between
the stakeholders of the FbSC—both horizontally and vertically integrated. In detail, we focus on the
procurement stage of the FbSC, and connect the involved stakeholders in real-time via standardized
data models and applications integrated in a dashboard. The design of the prototypical application is
created in close collaboration with the intended users in several European countries (Austria, Germany,
Switzerland, Belgium, Finland, Portugal). Hence, the stakeholders are able to closely participate
in the design and development process. Besides the technical specialties and the context-based
applications, we validate our approach with the help of an implementation in one of Austria’s biggest
privately-owned forest enterprises.
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Due to the idea to incorporate different user roles and their daily working tasks into the
development of our dashboard prototype, we especially focus on research questions that deal with
this role-tailored strategy. Hence, with the help of the role-tailored map dashboard implementation
and its testing, we try to answer the following research questions:
1.
2.

What are the common roles and tasks that are required to create collaborative dashboard maps
for the digital forest in the FbSC in procurement processes (in Austria)?
What are the effects of a community-based/role-tailored map dashboard on management and
planning tasks in the procurement process in the forest-based supply chain?

The first research question is answered utilizing a collaborative process that integrates the potential
users of the application and the dashboard in finding the required elements of dashboards for the FbSC.
The methodological approach is intended to elaborate on the task-orientation of the applications and
evaluates the requirements for implementing user interfaces with a high user-experience. The second
research question is tailored towards quantifying the effects of the prototypical implementation,
realized in this research work. We evaluate the applications to improve the information flow in the
procurement stage of the FbSC on two levels—quantitative and qualitative. On a qualitative level,
we evaluate several interviews with foresters that used the system over a test period in a large Austrian
forest enterprise. On the quantitative level, we critically compare and evaluate the processes in the
FbSC with and without the prototype. We regard the number of media disruptions in the FbSC as
proxy for the ability to serve a seamless and transparent information flow for the stakeholders of
the FbSC.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant literature, followed by
the software and design approach utilized in the paper (Section 3). Section 4 elaborates on the
results obtained. Section 5 discusses the results accordingly. In Section 6, we conclude the paper by
summarizing the most important results.
2. Relevant Literature
The scientific literature of relevance for this particular paper was found in several scientific fields
of expertise. In forest science and closely related areas, a number of papers that deal with the FbSC and
their digitization exist. Additionally, in the field of Geographic Information Science and Technology
and Computer Science, a number of papers are of interest for improving the information flow in the
FbSC. Additionally, the field of User Experience and User Interface Design can significantly contribute
to the methods utilized in this paper.
Scholz et al. [5] performed a literature review regarding the digitization of the FbSC and provide
guidelines for the development of technologies to improve the information flow in FbSCs. The article
concludes that higher sustainability and efficiency of the FbSC requires a seamless information flow
between the entities present in the FbSC [6–10]. Hug [11] lists the current shortcomings of the planning
and management processes in the FbSC and concludes that a number of media disruptions are present
in daily management and planning operations in the FbSC.
The planning and decision making in the FbSC has been subject to a number of papers that range
from strategic and tactical to the operational level. Optimization—i.e., operations research—plays a
major role in decision making, as literature suggests [2,4,12–14]. Harvest scheduling was analyzed e.g.,
by [15–19]. Transport planning in the FbSC from the roadside to the destination has been subject to
several studies including [20–27].
In order to foster collaboration in planning and decision making—striving for a better allocation of
resources—model predictive control (MPC) is suggested as possible methodology in the FbSC [28–31].
From an information technology perspective, interoperability needs to be solved on the syntactic
and semantic level. Therefore, web services embedded in a service-oriented architecture [32] as well
as linked data approaches [33] are valid strategies. For the integration of spatial and sensor data,
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) services are of particular importance [34,35]—especially the OGC
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Sensor Web Enablement initiative [36]. Von Schnetzler et al. [37] proposed a modification of the supply
chain operations reference to describe and standardize the FbSC. Collaborative approaches in the FbSC
are still hard to find [5]. Nevertheless, a number of publications identified crucial issues regarding the
interactions of stakeholders of the FbSC (e.g., [38–42]).
Well-designed and intuitive map-based visualization tools (e.g., dashboards) that are tailored to
the specific context and users enable an understandable way to visually communicate spatio-temporal
data and support the decision making process [43]. Therefore, user interface design guidelines,
methods and concepts from different domains (e.g., Human Computer Interaction, Interaction Design,
Web Design, Philosophy, Geovisualization, Cartography) can be used for developing web mapping
apps and dashboards. Ref. [44–50] are dealing with the creation of maps from the viewpoint of
Cartography as well as Geovisualization. Other disciplines have a significant influence on (web) map
creation too. For example, gestalt principles from Psychology deal with the spatial arrangement of
elements and their visual perception [51,52]. This can be valuable for developing mapping applications
and map dashboards. Traun [53] elaborated on the creation of perception-oriented maps under
consideration of the gestalt principles such as visual grouping, figure-ground articulation, similarity,
proximity and continuity. Atzl [54] presented a summary of design guidelines and design strategies
derived from a literature review that are suited for map design. These guidelines may be used
for developing the role-tailored map dashboard in this paper. Additionally, these guidelines give
advice with respect to the usage of colors, alignment and positioning of elements, proximity and
grouping, balance, repetition and consistency, affordance and visibility, feedback and errors as well
as text and pictograms. For developing and evaluating our first prototypes together with end users,
structured group discussions (focus groups) [55] and a combination of field interviews and observation
(contextual inquiry) [56] are used.
3. Software and Design Approach
In this article, we present a prototypical role-tailored map dashboard, which aims at enhancing
the procurement processes in the FbSC by reducing media disruptions as well as providing a graphical
communication tool for Austrian forest enterprises. To define a first concept, we address three
main requirements: (1) usage of open source software tools for the map dashboard prototype that
support CRUD (create, read, update, delete) operations, (2) include the different roles and tasks in the
design approach (task-oriented and card-based design), and (3) use a standard conform architecture.
The implications of these requirements and their implementation methods will be discussed in the
next few sections.
3.1. Technical Open-Source Workflow
One of the key requirements for the prototypical development was to use open-source software
and frameworks only. Thus, only open-source tools have been used for the components that are part
of the technical concept of our prototypical map dashboard. These components use different software
tools and frameworks (e.g., for storing, publishing, integrating and visualizing the data). The technical
concept is shown in Figure 1. A PostgreSQL database with a PostGIS extension is used for data storage.
Due to the need of enabling create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations on the client-side,
a transactional web feature service (OGC WFS-T) is used to publish the data and make them accessible
in a standardized way via GeoServer. In contrast to an OGC web feature service (WFS) which allows
to query and retrieve features only, WFS-T supports transaction requests. This makes it possible to not
only retrieve data of a service, but also to update it.
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the information to be exchanged between IT systems and systems for production, maintenance and
quality [64]. ISA-95 was developed for manufacturing enterprises of all industries. The OT
quality [64]. ISA-95 was developed for manufacturing enterprises of all industries. The OT (operational
(operational technology) levels in ISA-95 contain a collection of devices and sensors as well as their
technology) levels in ISA-95 contain a collection of devices and sensors as well as their embedded
embedded software. The IT (information technology) levels include the hardware infrastructure and
software. The IT (information technology) levels include the hardware infrastructure and software
software applications that transform the data and data streams from the OT levels. In addition, we
applications that transform the data and data streams from the OT levels. In addition, we divided the
divided the model into passive and active components.
model into passive and active components.

Figure
Passive
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ISAFigure
3. 3.
Passive
and
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standard
levels
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[64]).
standard levels (based on [64]).
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(productdevelopment)
development)
well
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added (cf.
(cf. [64]).
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IT/OT
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(physical)production
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process and
and in
(e.g.,
lumberjack,
Level
0 is
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in our
ourcase,
case,the
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forestworkers
workers
(e.g.,
lumberjack,
harvester)
are
the
active
components
of
this
level
(“people
as
sensors”).
The
forest
workers
at this
harvester) are the active components of this level (“people as sensors”). The forest workers at this
level
level are responsible for cutting trees and producing the woodpiles along the roadside.
are responsible for cutting trees and producing the woodpiles along the roadside.
The sensing and manipulation of the production process is part of level 1. In our case, this level
The sensing and manipulation of the production process is part of level 1. In our case, this level
comprises different passive sensors that are part of machines/vehicles (e.g., positional accuracy,
comprises different passive sensors that are part of machines/vehicles (e.g., positional accuracy,
horizontal ground speed, loading/unloading status) or weather sensors that provide additional
horizontal ground speed, loading/unloading status) or weather sensors that provide additional
information such as temperature, humidity and wind speed. The sensor data are requested at a
information
such as temperature, humidity and wind speed. The sensor data are requested at a specific
specific interval (every 30 seconds for our prototype), stored together in the PostgreSQL database and
interval
(every
our prototype),
stored
in the PostgreSQL
databaseinto
andthe
published
published in30a seconds
commonforstandardized
OGC
WFStogether
using GeoServer
for integration
map
in adashboard.
common standardized OGC WFS using GeoServer for integration into the map dashboard.
Level 2 contains monitoring, supervisory control and automated control of the production process.
In our use case, the forest workers (e.g., harvester, forwarder), the truck drivers as well as the site
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users, the WFS-T layer is requested and updated periodically (currently every 20 s).
4. Results
4. Results
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Figure 4. The four results with regard to the research questions: (a) the identified major roles and
(b) some of the final web mapping prototypes, (c) evaluation of the prototype, and (d) the qualitative
tasks, (b) some of the final web mapping prototypes, (c) evaluation of the prototype, and (d) the
and
quantitative effects of the role-tailored map dashboard prototype.
qualitative and quantitative effects of the role-tailored map dashboard prototype.
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The two weeks test phase was conducted at two of the five sites of the participating Austrian
The two weeks test phase was conducted at two of the five sites of the participating Austrian
forest enterprise and six people were involved in this evaluation. The six participants have used
forest enterprise and six people were involved in this evaluation. The six participants have used
Android
prototype.To
Toobtain
obtainviews
viewsfrom
from
Androidtablets
tabletsasaswell
wellasasDesktop
DesktopPCs
PCs for
for testing
testing the
the dashboard
dashboard prototype.
different
roles,
the
six
participants
comprised
two
truck
drivers,
two
site
managers
and
two
foresters.
different roles, the six participants comprised two truck drivers, two site managers and two foresters.
One
the cooperation
cooperationand
andwe
wegot
gotongoing
ongoing
Oneofofthe
thesite
sitemanagers
managerswas
wasthe
themain
maincontact
contact person
person during
during the
feedback
from
this
site
manager
during
the
whole
project
duration.
Thus,
the
results
that
we
present
feedback from this site manager during the whole project duration. Thus, the results that we present
here
are
viewed
from
the
perspective
of
this
Austrian
forest
enterprise
including
its
relationships
with
here are viewed from the perspective of this Austrian forest enterprise including its relationships
other
and industries.
withenterprises
other enterprises
and industries.
The final interview was carried out on one working day in May 2018 using a structured
interview consisting of 37 main questions and several subquestions (see Appendix A). The interview
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contained quantitative and qualitative questions and was conducted in-situ in combination with
field observations (contextual inquiry). This means that we accompanied the truck drivers during
their transportation tasks (including charging woodpiles, deliveries and unloading woodpiles) and
also accompanied the foresters on their way to the woodpile locations for managing the timber
harvesting (within the forest and also in their offices). The site managers have been visited in their
offices. They tested our dashboard prototype during their daily tasks and we could observe them
and ask them questions. Each time, the interviews were conducted at the end of the specific sessions
with the five users. The interview was anonymous, took about an hour and was audio recorded
additionally. We interviewed five of the six experts who were involved in the two weeks field testing
phase consecutively over the day. The same interview was used for all five participants. Parts of
these interviews (mainly the quantitative questions) aimed at the evaluation of the final prototypical
role-tailored map dashboard (Figure 4c).
An additional part of the interviews aimed at revealing the fourth result (Figure 4d): An analysis
of the qualitative and quantitative effects of our approach on the woodpile storage and transportation
planning processes of the FbSC (see Section 4.4).
4.1. Identified Roles and Tasks
The identified roles and tasks are the result of an iterative process that involved group discussions
with the twelve different partners (including EU-wide project partners for doing the groundwork such
as conceptualization and first prototype implementations), as well as doing a national evaluation with
one Austrian forest enterprise. The identified roles and tasks are rather generalized and depict the
major actors involved in the procurement process of this Austrian forest enterprise. The major roles
that are relevant for our use case are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

In-house and external forest workers responsible for harvesting and forwarding tasks
In-house and external truck drivers that pick up the logs and deliver them to the customers
Customers/controllers from production facilities (e.g., sawmills)
Site managers and foresters that work together and manage the harvesting, transportation and
sale of log processes

The tasks that we integrate into the role-tailored map dashboards are those that are most relevant
for our use case for an Austrian forest enterprise and involve the four roles described above. These tasks
and corresponding dashboard apps are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Register woodpile on roadside (the specific dashboard map app “Harvester/forwarder app” has
to provide create, read, update and delete operations)
Plan and manage deliveries and transportation of logs (the specific dashboard map app “Driver
app” has to provide create, read, update and delete operations)
Acquire return deliveries and optimize routes by exchanging freights (the specific dashboard
map app “Freight exchange app” has to provide create, read, update and delete operations)
Monitoring of street barriers, trucks and their delivery state (the specific dashboard map app
“Monitoring app” has to integrate information from diverse sensors e.g., GPS, smartphones and
OBD-II interface; read operations)
Create reports that summarize the amount of wood per site and the planned deliveries (the specific
dashboard app “Reporting app” has to create the selected report dynamically; read operation)
Inform about incoming freights and amounts of wood (the specific dashboard app “Geofencing
app” has to show some kind of alerting if a truck arrives within the next e.g., 15 min including
some additional information about the goods)

The relationship between the identified roles and the different map dashboard apps representing
the tasks identified above are shown in Figure 5. All apps of the role-tailored map dashboard are
inserting, querying, updating or deleting the data from a central database to enhance interoperability
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the role-tailored map dashboard. The customers (e.g., sawmills) can use the “Freight exchange app”
role-tailored map dashboard. The customers (e.g., sawmills) can use the “Freight exchange app” to
to create and update available deliveries that should be forwarded to another facility. These deliveries
create and update available deliveries that should be forwarded to another facility. These deliveries are
are valuable for acquiring backhauls. The “Geofencing app” can be used by the customers to get
valuable for acquiring backhauls. The “Geofencing app” can be used by the customers to get informed
informed about incoming deliveries (e.g., a truck arrives within the next 15 minutes).
about incoming deliveries (e.g., a truck arrives within the next 15 min).
This is only one exemplary scenario and does not illustrate all possible tasks that can be performed
via using the different map apps of the role-tailored map dashboard prototype. Some of these web
maps are presented in the following section.
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4.2. Presentation of the Web Mapping Apps of the Role-Tailored Map Dashboard Prototype
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of the truck drivers, environmental information from a specific reporting smartphone app(e.g.,
(e.g.,
street
barriers) as well as truck states that are picked from the OBD-II interface (e.g., loading/unloading,
barriers) as well as truck states that are picked from the OBD-II interface (e.g., loading/unloading,
driving, inactive) are combined and visualized accordingly.
driving, inactive) are combined and visualized accordingly.
All web mapping apps use the same design and layout. They contain the common map elements
(e.g., zoom, home, change basemap, legend, show my location, identify window). All apps have a
header containing the buttons that are relevant for performing the specific tasks. Nevertheless, there are
some differences between the “editing apps” (e.g., “Harvester/forwarder app”, “Driver app”, “Freight
exchange app”) and the “monitoring apps” (e.g., “Monitoring app” of the last 4 h). The editing apps
have at least one of the CRUD operations within the header. In addition, this web map types combine
maps and forms for inserting/updating data. Within the forms there is a step-by-step guidance that
gives some advice on the order and type of user inputs. The monitoring apps are rather visualization
tools that have some additional map elements (e.g., address search, layer selection, filtering of truck
drivers on the map and overview map).
For the visualization of the different map contents (e.g., log pile point layer, track streaming
layer, barrier point layer, etc.), different strategies for presenting dynamic information are used. These
include for example (1) dynamic and zoom-depending clustering of points, (2) spiral spreading of
overlapping points, (3) pulsing points, (4) different transparency, color and size values, and (5) dynamic
charts (for more details see [65]). Especially the dynamic chart symbols that are used for showing
information about the log pile storage locations are developed for this prototype (cf. Figures 7 and 8).
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This pie-chart symbol combines information about the amount of solid cubic meters in relation to the
overall amount of wood (rendering the size of the symbol) and the percentage of the wood ranges and
timber types (using different colors). In addition, some labels are used to give further information on
the entrepreneurs. Hence, the most important information is shown at first glance.
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with 1.2 in average too. All five participants agreed that the central start page is very helpful for the
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4.3. Evaluation of the Role-Tailored Map Dashboard Prototype
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we evaluated the final prototype using contextual inquiry. During our contextual inquiry with five
465
forest workers (all of them are male) of a big Austrian forest company during a typical work day, we
466
asked several questions regarding the role-tailored map dashboard, its central start page, as well as
467
the overall layouts and designs. In this section, mainly the quantitative results of the interview are
468
presented including some additional qualitative answers that were directly connected to these
469
questions. The qualitative questions are discussed in Section 4.4.1.
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mentioned, that he also has a bookmark to the web map that he uses most often, but nevertheless,
he uses the central start page instead of this bookmark.
The first results from the in-field interview with five participants of the Austrian forest enterprise
show that our idea of using a role-tailored and task-oriented map dashboard approach and present the
apps using a card-based design metaphor goes in the right direction and is well accepted from this five
representants from the forest community.
During the interview, we also asked several questions regarding the design, layout and complexity
of the different dashboard map apps. Three of the participants got a short introduction into the
handling of the different web maps in advance. Two of them think that this introduction was helpful.
Two participants got no introduction before the test phase and both did not have any problems
when using the role-tailored dashboard apps. All five experts evaluated the dashboard apps as
not being complex at all, resulting in an overall grading value of 1.5 (1 = “very good” to 5 = “not
satisfactory”). The combination of maps and forms was evaluated by four participants as very useful.
Especially the visualization of log pile locations was seen as the big advantage of the dashboard apps.
One participant stated that he would only need the forms, but he believes that the maps are very
meaningful for the truck drivers. The step-by-step guidance within the forms was liked by three of
the five participants, two of them would not really need it, although they do not consider it being
disruptive. The possibility to switch between the street map and the satellite map is necessary for all
five participants. The following elements are graded on average by the five participants: (1) division of
map to form with 1.2, (2) coloring with 1.3, (3) header with 1.1, (4) size of symbols and buttons with 1.0,
(5) used icon symbols with 1.4, and (6) map symbols with 1.4. One critical point was that not all icons
were self-descriptive at first usage (especially the “point/circle” symbol for creating new entries and
the “minus/straight line” symbol for creating lines). Four participants especially liked the dynamic
charts symbols, because the range of wood types/quality and amounts can be seen at a first glance.
Overall, all five participants were satisfied with the role-tailored map dashboard and like the simple
and intuitive interface.
4.4. Effects of A Role-Tailored Map Dashboard
This section aims at answering the second research question dealing with the effects of a
role-tailored map dashboard for enhancing processes in the FbSC. First, we present the qualitative
effects extracted from the field interviews with the five experts (Section 4.4.1). In the second Section 4.4.2
we show the quantitative effects by doing a now vs. then comparison with regard to the number of
media disruptions within the FbSC.
4.4.1. Qualitative Effects Based on Field Interviews
One aim of the structured interview (see Appendix A) was to find out qualitative effects of the
role-tailored dashboard with regard to transparency, interoperability, reduction of media disruptions,
decrease of resources and willingness for further usage. In this subsection, the most often mentioned
statements from the interview with five experts are summarized. The detailed list of comments and
annotations from this interview are shown in the table in Appendix B.
Three of the experts stated that one of the main advantages of the role-tailored map dashboard
is that everybody who is involved in the specific processes has the same information and thus the
map dashboard prototype fosters transparency of these processes along the FbSC. Three of the five
experts mentioned that the easily understandable and intuitive user interface of the map dashboard
in combination with a central database reduces the overall complexity of data organization and
management. In addition, the site manager stated that now the forest territories use different sheets and
tables and that such a map dashboard supports the process of harmonizing the data and information
through having standardized input forms. Three of the interviewees revealed that specific tasks will get
easier (e.g., navigation to woodpile storage places), because of the map that shows woodpile locations
in combination with additional information that is currently not linked in their system (e.g., forest
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streets, storage places, truck reversing locations, solid cubic meters of wood, planned deliveries, etc.)
and that this reduces the need for additional phone calls. The site manager believes that it is possible
to save time through using our map dashboard prototype over a longer time period, because it would
be possible to predict amounts of wood and make conclusions about truck workloads as well as the
possibility to create reports automatically. Further, the site manager mentioned that having up-to-date
stock values on a centralized dashboard enhances the allocation of specific delivery notes and help
to retain an overview of all the decentralized woodpile storage locations. During the interview and
also during our observations, we found out that for our experts, real-time data does not have a high
importance, because all of them currently use the map dashboard one to three times per day to update
the information (e.g., during waiting times in the truck or within the office).
All five experts see the need for an offline support of the map dashboard because there are several
areas where no mobile connection is available. Three experts are willing to further test the current map
dashboard prototype, but two of them stated that it only makes sense if everybody in the company
uses the map dashboard to keep the data up to date. Three interviewees suggest to develop an offline
solution and further enhance the prototype in a continuing project.
4.4.2. Quantitative Effects Based on a Now VS. Then Comparison

563

564
565

On a quantitative level, we made a now vs. then comparison with regard to the number of
media disruptions alongside the FbSC in the current state (now) and when using our role-tailored
map dashboard prototype (then). The aim was to find out if the processes within the FbSC could be
enhanced through our map role-tailored dashboard approach.
Figure 11 shows the actual state of the FbSC processes and their involved roles as well as the
typical media disruptions during these processes (harvest planning, woodpile storage, transport
planning and wood processing). The site managers (foresters) are responsible for monitoring and
planning several of the processes of the FbSC and thus, we created the figures from their point of view.
Our prototype focuses on the processes of woodpile storage and transport planning (highlighted with
colors), but for the sake of completeness, we also included the other processes that have not been in
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Figure 11. Media disruptions within the FbSC processes showing the actual state (now).
Figure 11. Media disruptions within the FbSC processes showing the actual state (now).

Within the daily tasks of our participants, the following ten media disruptions could have been

566
Within the daily tasks of our participants, the following ten media disruptions could have been
identified (cf. Figure 11):
567
identified (cf. Figure 11):
568
1. Digital files/lists containing information about current woodpile storages (e.g., location, amount
569
of solid cubic meters, quality, etc.) are filled by site managers/foresters for their territories and
570
are printed and handed-out to the specific truck drivers in analog form (at most once per week)
571
→ media disruption
572
2. If there are changes, the truck drivers are informed via telephone (there are no new lists) and
573
also if the truck drivers have any questions (e.g., regarding the exact location of a woodpile) they
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2.

Digital files/lists containing information about current woodpile storages (e.g., location, amount
of solid cubic meters, quality, etc.) are filled by site managers/foresters for their territories and
are printed and handed-out to the specific truck drivers in analog form (at most once per week)
→ media disruption
If there are changes, the truck drivers are informed via telephone (there are no new lists) and also
if the truck drivers have any questions (e.g., regarding the exact location of a woodpile) they also
use their phones → media disruption
(a)

(b)
3.

Phone and radio → media disruption
Small WhatsApp groups → media disruption

There are internal electronic systems for digital delivery planning available where the site
managers/foresters can manage and monitor deliveries where the truck drivers get their specific
digital delivery notes directly from → media disruption
(a)

5.

The site managers/foresters update this information digitally when they are in their
offices (if there are many different changes, sometimes new analog lists are handed-out)
→ media disruption
The truck drivers annotate the changes on their analog lists → media disruption

In addition, the truck drivers exchange information with each other regarding specific details
(e.g., swapping places, to avoid “collisions” on small forest streets, delays, etc.) via:
(a)
(b)

4.
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The site managers and truck drivers insert information about the deliveries and send their
digital delivery notes to customers using external electronic systems too, but these tasks
are part of the wood processing stage of the FbSC that was not the main focus in our
current prototype

The site managers/foresters correspond with different persons and using different media for
planning the transportations:
(a)
(b)
(c)

They use phones to communicate with their truck drivers (e.g., to get information when a
delivery is done) or to talk to customers (such as sawmills) → media disruption
They have additional WhatsApp groups with specific truck drivers, foresters and site
managers → media disruption
They write emails with customers (e.g., quotations/offerings) → media disruption

Our aim was to reduce the number of media disruptions within the woodpile storage and
transportation planning processes of the FbSC by developing a role-tailored map dashboard prototype.
Figure 12 shows how the same processes and communication tasks would look like when using our
prototype. Our role-tailored map dashboard approach can reduce all media disruptions between
the woodpile storage and the transportation planning processes of the FbSC through combining and
merging all the different information together into one central system. This holds true only under the
permission that all persons involved use the role- tailored map dashboard in a right way and update
their information regularly.
Through the high amount of media disruptions (especially phone calls), important information
can be lost. The role-tailored map dashboard is fed with information from all who are involved in
the processes and this information is centrally stored. This helps to reduce the loss of information
and makes the whole information flow more transparent to all stakeholders. In addition, the losses
in the amount of produced and sold timber, whether uncaused or culpable, are of high interest of
forest owners and forestry experts [66]. Whereas the uncaused losses include losses during technical
processes regarding transportation and handling of wood, deprecation of wood due to long-term
storage or depreciation of wood stocks due to technological unavailability [66]. Especially in small
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way and update their information regularly.
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community. Mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones will play an increasing role in the future
(also very small ones) including also important additional information (such as cubic meters, quality,
of data collection within the forest [67]. Scholz et al. [5] have already revealed that there is a need for an
creation date, planned deliveries, customers, etc.) are visible and thus, cannot get lost. Due to the
integrated, near real-time, and process oriented solution combining sensor measurements, positioning
stored date information, it is easy to see how long the specific wood stocks are already stored. Hence,
and spatial data. In this article, we presented a role-tailored map dashboard prototype that aims at
our map dashboard can help to reduce the amount of timber that is harvested but never dispatched
fulfilling all these requirements using the map metaphor and a responsive design.
by keeping the information in the map dashboard.
For answering the first research question “What are the common roles and tasks that are required
Through the possibility to also give the customers access to specific map apps of the dashboard,
to create collaborative dashboard maps for the digital forest in the FbSC in procurement processes (in
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are relevant for the role-tailored map dashboard prototype: (1) the registration of woodpile storages on
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roadside, (2) the planning and management of deliveries, (3) the acquisition of backhaulages, (4) the
monitoring of street barriers, transportation routes and delivery states, (5) the creation of reports, and
(6) the announcement in advance for incoming freights (alerting). The roles and tasks presented here
show the perspective of our participating forest company only. We are aware that not all processes
and tasks are covered, but for our first role-tailored prototype we focused on the main roles and tasks
only. For getting more generalized results, additional studies based on the here presented results with
several different forest companies would be necessary.
The second research question concerning the effects of a role-tailored map dashboard on
procurement processes in the FbSC is answered on a qualitative way using field interviews with
five experts, as well as on a quantitative way by making a now vs. then comparison of the number of
media disruptions in the FbSC. Summarized, the major qualitative effects extracted from the structured
interviews (see Section 4.4.1 and Appendix B) of our role-tailored map dashboard are the reduction of
complexity, harmonization of data, better transparency of processes and information, better overview
of woodpile storages, and the combination of not yet linked information (this makes several tasks
easier and reduces especially the number of phone calls).
Hug [11] selected a similar approach to reveal the weaknesses and potentials for rationalizations
in the FbSC including a now vs. then comparison that contains qualitative and quantitative
evaluations of different concepts and showed that time reductions up to 40% are possible. Hug [11]
revealed that the handwritten data transmission, media disruption and associated input errors, as
well as non-standardized data storage at forest district cause time-consuming work processes and
redundancies. Further, the most time-consuming effort is planning, followed by the timber harvesting
and thus, considerable potential for rationalizations can be reached through using information
technology (IT) for these processes [11].
We can support this statement that IT has high potentials for enhancing and optimizing processes
in the FbSC. In the now vs. then comparison presented here, we revealed that up to eight out of ten
media disruptions can be eliminated by using our role-tailored map dashboard (see Section 4.4.2).
We are aware of the fact, that a number of five participants may be too small to get reliable and
general results and that further interviews and studies may be necessary. However, it provides a first
impression on how to effectively tackle media disruptions in the FbSC. In the future, it is planned to
do further evaluations with more users (from the Austrian forest company) and also using techniques
such as eye-tracking, click behavior and mouse-tracking.
Our field study, containing observations and interviews, shows that there is a need for a
role-tailored approach that incorporates specific roles and tasks into the design process of a central
and harmonized map dashboard for enhancing the FbSC. Another need that we revealed during our
field study is that of an offline solution for our role-tailored dashboard, because there is often no,
respectively a bad internet connection in the forest areas. The active test phase of two weeks shows
first tendencies only and may be too short to get fully reliable results. A long-term study would be
necessary involving all employees from the participating forest company. Nevertheless, we could reach
good results during our small field study with the participating Austrian forest company, which can be
used as a foundation for further evaluations and studies. For example, it is planned to evaluate if the
users use our dashboard prototype in the intended way without falling back to old habits regarding
using different communication channels such as phone calls that would not be necessary any more.
This evaluation is important to get empirical evidences about the reduction of media disruptions.
The participating Austrian forest company is willing to contribute to the enhancement of the prototype
and to make further evaluations over longer periods in a subsequent research project.
Our role-tailored map dashboard developed for an Austrian forest company is a fully functional
prototype, which will be developed further in the near future. This approach, including the final
dashboard prototype as well as the identified user roles (as discussed in our research questions),
can be further extended to German-speaking countries, because of the similar forestry processes
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and structures. The validity of this approach for other countries in Europe or beyond has to be
further investigated.
6. Conclusions
As we presented several results in this paper, we divide our conclusions into four sections:
(1) technical conclusion dealing with the process of developing a role-tailored map dashboard,
(2) conclusions drawn from including roles and tasks into our approach, (3) conclusions drawn
from our contextual inquiry containing field observations and interviews (to measure qualitative
effects), and (4) conclusions about quantifying media disruptions in the FbSC procurement process
using a now vs. then comparison (quantitative effects).
First, we came up with the following conclusions regarding the technical implementation of our
role-tailored map dashboard:

•
•
•

•

Having a common IT solution which incorporates standardized interfaces is important to foster
data harmonization, standardization and interoperability within and across forest companies.
The usage of open-source software/solutions facilitates to share the final map prototype without
high costs or licensing issues.
To follow a user-centered design approach that involves the users in all the development phases
is important to create a kind of “bonding”. In addition, the integration of design guidelines,
common visualization strategies and user evaluations is important to develop a map dashboard
that meets usability goals and an interface that is on-trend.
Due to the internet connection problems within the forest, a solution that works online and offline
is inevitable.

Second, we identified three main aspects that deal with the integration of roles and task into the
development process of a role-tailored map dashboard:

•

•
•

Splitting the map dashboard into several small and role-tailored map apps aiming at fulfilling
specific tasks reduces the complexity and makes the overall prototype clearer, easier to understand
and thus, more user-friendly.
The task-oriented design metaphor is a suitable way for presenting a role-tailored map dashboard.
All of the experts that were involved into the development and evaluation of the map dashboard
prototype liked the “one-task-one-app” philosophy and having a tailored view on the information
with regard to their specific needs.

Third, there are several conclusions concerning the experiences we had during the field
observations and interviews:

•
•

•
•
•

Data sharing, especially across organizations is a critical issue and companies are often not willing
to share their information.
Not everybody likes changes and new technologies, thus it is not easy to integrate a new system
into a company. However, it takes a longer period of time to change working habitats and
processes, as well as to integrate a new system (such as our role-tailored map dashboard) into a
forest company.
The role-tailored map dashboard approach can be successful only if all stakeholders insert the
information needed and submit their updates regularly.
Monitoring and tracking of devices, machines and processes is a critical topic. Nevertheless,
the participating truck drivers had fewer problems with privacy issues than expected.
Having the information in real-time is not as important as expected, because the people who
were involved in the testing phase stated that they submitted their updates a few times per day
(mostly in their offices or during short waiting times). Due to the fact, that the users use the
map dashboard at different times, the information has to be of real-time nature to ensure that the
information is up-to-date.
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Longer test periods involving different forest companies, as well as the involvement of more
participants is needed to get generalizable and reliable results.

Last, three final conclusions about using the number of media disruptions for getting quantitative
effects of a role-tailored map dashboard:

•
•
•

The number of media disruption in the FbSC is a suitable measure for doing a now vs. then
comparison to find out quantitative aspects of integrating a role-tailored map dashboard.
A comprehensive study is needed involving all stakeholders to validate the presented findings.
The reduction of the number of media disruption depends on the fact that all persons involved
into the specific processes of the FbSC use the dashboard correctly. This means, if the people still
make phone calls instead of inserting the information into the dashboard system, the number of
reduced media disruptions would decrease accordingly.

Summarized, the combination of maps with forms for creating, reading, updating and deleting
information from the client-side, linking and visualizing data that was not directly available before, as
well as to share this information with those who are involved to foster transparency is the big added
value of a role-tailored map dashboard. The idea is to put the users and their roles, as well as their
daily working tasks in the foreground and to build the map dashboard around them. Do not try to
improve people, but rather, their tools!
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Appendix A
In this appendix, the questionnaire which was used for the structured interview is presented.
The interview was conducted in German language and the questions were translated in English for
this article only.
General information
1.
2.
3.
4.

Date
Gender
Age (optional)
Role/position within the company (e.g., truck driver, forester)

Tasks & area of responsibility
5.
6.

How long have you been working for [name of company]?
What are your typical tasks or activities on a working day?
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8.
9.
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For which of these tasks do you use one of our developed apps from the role-tailored
map dashboard?
In general, which apps do you use most often?
If more than one app is used, which app do you use for which task?

Context & usage
10.
11.

Have you already gained experience with similar systems before using the developed role-tailored
apps, or do you already have experience with web maps in general?
How do you like the idea of a role-tailored map dashboard consisting of different task-oriented
apps as a common view for all the roles in your company? (rate from 1 “very good” to
5 “insufficient”)
11.1.

12.

Which of your tasks have changed through using the dashboard?
12.1.
12.2.
12.3.
12.4.
12.5.
12.6.

13.

13.2.

18.

How many times per day do you use which of the available apps?
How much time do you need per day for doing all the necessary entries?
Intuitively, do you gain time through the system or do you need more time than before?

Do you use the app rather to get information from the others (passive or consuming - read), or
do you also insert information for the others (active filling - write)?
16.1.
16.2.

17.

If so, what is now better than before (please list some advantages that arise for you due to
the use of the different dashboard apps)? What is the added value for you?
If not, has it become more complicated for you, or has anything become more difficult?
And if so, what has become more difficult?

How long have you been using the dashboard at work (how long is the trial period for you)?
When or at what times within a working day do you use the apps (e.g., in between, just before
breaks, just at the end of the day, immediately after the activity)?
15.1.
15.2.
15.3.

16.

How were these tasks performed before (e.g., paper notes, PC)?
Did the different apps of the role-tailored map facilitate your tasks?
What is the major difference to before using the dashboard?
Is there now information that you did not have before?
Are you making decisions differently based on what you see in the apps (e.g., where to
pick up the next woodpile)? Do the apps influence your decisions? If yes, which decisions?
Are you planning tasks differently than before using the dashboard?

Has the use of the dashboard apps made things easier for you in everyday working life?
13.1.

14.
15.

In your opinion, how helpful is the entire dashboard with all the different apps? (rate
from 1 “very good” to 5 “insufficient”)

Which information is mainly important for you?
What are you looking up? Respectively, what information do you enter?

Does the current division into the different apps make sense for you? Are the apps well divided
or would you rather prefer to have a different division?
Do you feel more surveilled than before? Do you have any concerns (e.g., privacy issues) when
using the apps?

Complexity & satisfaction
19.

Did you get any introduction on how to use the dashboard apps?
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19.1.
19.2.
20.

How would you rate the complexity of using the apps? (rate from 1 “very easy to
understand” to 5 “not easy at all”)

How satisfied are you with the overall role-tailored dashboard and its apps? (rate from 1 “very
satisfied” to 5 “not satisfied at all”)
21.1.

22.

If yes, was this introduction necessary for you? Respectively, was this introduction enough
to understand everything and to use the dashboard on your own?
If not, would you have needed an introduction?

In your opinion, is the overall use of the dashboard complicated and complex? Respectively,
did you have any problems with the apps in the beginning? If yes, which problems?
20.1.

21.

24 of 29

Until now, which problems occur during the use of the different dashboard apps (e.g.,
internet connection, GPS signal, size of items on mobile devices)?

Do you want to keep using the apps?

Functionality & design
23.

How much do you like the tile design on the start page? (rate from 1 “very good” to 5
“insufficient”) (1–5)
23.1.
23.2.
23.3.

24.

How understandable is this start page? (rate from 1 “very good” to 5 “insufficient”)
Does this page help you to navigate to the different apps? (rate from 1 “very good” to 5
“insufficient”)
Do you always use the start page to get to the apps (or did you save the links to the apps
directly in your web browser)?

How do you like the task-oriented approach ("one task one app")? (rate from 1 “very good” to 5
“insufficient”)
24.1.

How intuitive is the system?

25.
26.

How well is the reality (your everyday working tasks) depicted with the different apps?
Which function do you use most frequently (e.g., make new entries, delete entries, edit entries or
only "read" information)?
27. How well are the tasks implemented that can be performed by using the dashboard? (rate from 1
“very good” to 5 “insufficient”)
28. How well is the combination of the different tasks and information from you and your colleagues?
(rate from 1 “very good” to 5 “insufficient”)
29. Do you like the combination of input forms and interactive maps showing all the entered
information (or would you prefer to separate these two things)?
29.1.
30.
31.
32.
33.

In several apps, there is a step-by-step guide in the menu, how do you like that? Do you
think that’s good or helpful (especially in the beginning)?

Do you have all the information you need? Are you missing specific information in any of the
apps (e.g., paths, points of interest)? Do you need additional data?
Do you prefer to use the street map or the satellite image as background map?
For editing entries, are you rather using the toolbar in the header (top right) or do you use the
additional possibility to open the editing menu through the identify window?
How satisfied are you with the legend and the symbols used in the different mapping apps? (rate
from 1 “very good” to 5 “insufficient”)
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33.1.

34.

37.

The color scheme
The header
The icons within the toolbar (pencil for editing, recycle bin for deleting, etc.)
The division and arrangement of map and menu (layout)
The symbols within the map (charts, color of lines representing streets/paths, etc.)
The size of icons and buttons

In your opinion, how important is it to get the information in real-time?
35.1.

36.

Are the chart symbols that show how much cubic meters of wood are available at each
storage location meaningful and legible? Do you like the presentation of the woodpiles as
dynamic charts?

Please rate the following elements (each from 1 “very good” to 5 “insufficient”):
34.1.
34.2.
34.3.
34.4.
34.5.
34.6.

35.

25 of 29

Which information of your colleagues is the most important for you?

Finally, what do you like most about the role-tailored dashboard? Respectively, what is the most
significant added value for you?
What do you dislike or what do you think is missing in the overall dashboard?

Appendix B
Table A1 shows a summary of the main qualitative statements of the field interviews with five
experts of a big Austrian forest company. The different statements are ordered with regard to their
topic, show if it is a pro or con and also the number of participants who mentioned similar comments.
Several statements are rather assumptions and thoughts of the participants, because the two weeks
test phase was too short to get proved results.
Table A1. Summary of the main qualitative statements of the structured interview (cf. Appendix A).
Topic

Transparency of
processes and
information

Pro/con

Statement

pro

Everybody who is involved into the FbSC has the same
knowledge
Better overview of material flows
If everybody makes updates, then the up-to-date information
is a big advantage in contrast to the actual situation
Remove restricted site thinking
Foster flexibility
Better overview of all tasks and a common picture/view
Presumptive, so it would be easier to make specific decision
Short-term changes could be regarded easier (real impacts
would be seen after a longer test phase only)

pro
pro
pro
pro
pro
pro
pro
pro

pro
pro

Interoperability and
data sharing

con

con

con
con
pro
con

Through sharing information with other truck drivers using a
common system, it would be easier to outsource cost-intensive
and broad freights
Using a central database enables to create dynamic reports
and enables to perform different kinds of analyses
Improved networking/crosslinking; facilitates to “look
beyond one’s own nose”
Movements could be tracked and some kinds of conclusions
can be made (maybe, some people would feel to be more
observed then before)
A truck driver would not need this shared information, but
believes that the benefit is rather for the foresters and site
managers
Data from other foresters/sites are not relevant, the benefit is
rather for the truck drivers
Internal data sharing is no problem, external data sharing
could be critically
Several people would have more information than now
If somebody does not want to share information, it is easily
possible to enter no or wrong information

Number of Participants
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

2
1
2

1

1
2
1
1
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Table A1. Cont.
Topic

Reduction of media
disruption and
complexity

Pro/con

Statement

pro

All persons involved in the FbSC know the exact locations of
log pile storage places and figures of cubic meters (without
having to call someone on the phone)
Reduced complexity through having a central database and
an easily usable/intuitive user interface
Specific tasks will get easier (e.g., navigation to the log pile
storage places), because the drivers do not need additional
descriptions by colleagues on the phone → map that shows
log pile storages is a big advantage
Having standardized forms enables to harmonize the data
and information (even within the company)

1

The site manager believes that it is possible to save time
through our approach over longer time period → if the map
dashboard is updated and filled well, it would be possible to
predict amounts and make conclusions about truck workloads
and to create reports automatically
Having up-to-date stock values on a centralized point (across
the different sites) enhances the allocation of specific delivery
notes → cost-intensive waiting times can be reduced and it is
possible to drive to the production facility (customer) directly

1

The overall forest enterprise could benefit from this system
More efficient documentation of data
Raising efficiency of the workload could be possible
The map dashboard could be valuable for just-in-time
planning
Could not really recognize a facilitation, maybe it took a little
bit more time per day for make the additional entries
Until everybody is used to the new map dashboard, some
additional time-efforts would be needed

1
1
2
1

Want to further test and use the prototypical map dashboard
(on condition that everybody takes part)
Would further use the map dashboard and make entries if
others benefit
Long-term goal is to integrate this map dashboard completely
in our daily life
Reality is good depicted in the system (extensive and realistic
task handling)
There are further points that could be integrated and
enhanced (further detailed information about special ranges
of wood, further types of reports, additional estimation data,
etc.)
For a permanent integration, an offline solution would be
needed→ because there are many areas without any mobile
connection available
Want to develop an offline solution and further enhance the
map dashboard in a continuing project
Real-time data is not of very high importance, because the
system would be used 1–3 times per day

3

pro
pro

pro
pro

pro
Decrease resources
(costs and time)
pro
pro
pro
pro
con
con
pro
con
pro
pro
Willingness for further
use and additional issues

pro

con

pro
con

Number of Participants

3
3

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
3

5

3
3
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